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Anthyphairesis
Euclid in the 7th Book of his Elements presents the solution of the problem:

To find the greatest common measure of two given numbers (which are) not prime

to one another.

We will describe the solution given by Euclid by an example:

Let numbers be 368 and 136. We want to find their greatest common measure.

1st step: we divide the two numbers and find quotient 2 and remainder 96:

369 = 136 •2 + 96



2nd step: A new division is made: Divisor of the first division became Dividend and the 

Remainder became Divisor

136 = 96 • 1 + 40

3rd step: A new division is made: Divisor of the second division became Dividend and the 

Remainder became Divisor

96 = 40 • 2 + 16

4th step: A new division is made: Divisor of the third division became Dividend and the 

Remainder became Divisor

40= 16 • 2 + 8

5th step: A new division is made: Divisor of the fourth division became Dividend and the 

Remainder became Divisor

16 = 8 • 2 + 0

Now that remainder is 0 process ends. G.C.M. is the last non-zero remainder, that is 

number 8.

This process of successive divisions is called by Euclid “Anthyfairesis” and by Aristotle 

“Antanairesis”



Measurement
of segments

Let AB be a segment.



To measure it we have to choose a segment as unit.

If we choose a as unit then the measure of AB is 3.



If we choose b as unit then the measure of AB is 2.

Measure depends on the unit we choose.



If we have two segments, then the problem we have to solve is to find a unit, so that the

measures of both segments be whole numbers (or to find a common measure)

Till Pythagoreans mathematicians believed that this problem have always a solution.

Existence of a common measure was the base of a proportion theory (described by Euclid in

5th Book of Elements) and of Pythagoreans’ philosophy.

Pythagoreans were the first who discovered that this problem has not always a solution. The

first incommensurable segments that Pythagoreans discovered were either the side and the

diagonal of pentagons or the side and the diagonal of squares.



Proposition 3 of the 10th Book of Euclid’s Elements:
Given two commensurable magnitudes, to find their greatest common measure

We will describe the solution by an example

Let AB and CD two segments.



We will follow a process similar to Anthyphairesis of numbers:

Lets see how many times AB can be in CD and what is the remaining segment.

We have CD = 1 •AB + BD



Now we have to repeat this process with AB and BD. We have:

AB = 3 •BD

Reminder is zero and the process ended.

Common Measure is the last non-zero remainder, that is BD.

Indeed if BD is the unit, then AB has measure 3, CD has measure 4 and their ratio       is 

equal to the ratio of whole numbers 
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In our work we will describe the way Greek mathematicians found approximations of the

ratio of the side and diagonal of a square, that is, how they found ratios of whole numbers as

close as needed to the ratio of side and diagonal.

To give the answer we will use ancient texts.

The first text is from Proclus’ commentary to Plato’s Republic.

The Pythagoreans put forward the following kind of elegant theorem of this, about the

diagonals and the sides, that when a diagonal receives the side of which it is diagonal it

becomes a side, while the side, added to itself and receiving in addition its own diagonal,

becomes a diagonal. And this is demonstrated by lines through the things in the second

[book] of Elements by him. If a straight line be bisected and a straight line be added to it,

the square on the whole line with the added straight line and the square on the latter by itself

are together double the square on the half and of the square on the straight line made up of

the half and the added straight line.



In modern mathematics’ language we would formulate the proposition as follows:

If a, d is a pair of side and diagonal of a square, then a’ = a+d and d’ = 2a+d is a pair of side 

and diagonal of a square.

In following figure we begin with square ABCD with side a and diagonal d. Using this we 

construct a square with side a+d. Then its diagonal is obviously equal to 2a+d.



The connection among this ‘elegant’ theorem and the approximation of the ratio of side

and diagonal of a square (that is the approximation of square root of 2) is described by

Theon of Smyrna.
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The data of the problem whose solution is described by Theon can be formulated as

follows:

if = 2 then is not equal to the ratio of two whole numbers, that is we know that

a,d are incommensurable magnitudes.

We want to find two commensurable magnitudes whose ratio of squares is a ‘good’

approximation of 2.



Theon’s text is as follows:

…. Therefore since the unit, according to the supreme generative principle (logos), is the

starting point of all the figures, so also in the unit will be found the ratio (logos) od the

diagonal of the side. For instance, two units are set out, of which we set one to be a

diagonal and the other a side, since the unit, as the beginning of all things, must have it

in its capacity to be both side and diagonal.

That is, according to Theon, we set a1=1 and d1=1. As we know a1 and d1 are not side and

diagonal of a square, but:
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Now there are added to the side a diagonal and to the diagonal two sides, for as great as

is the square on the side, taken twice [so great is] the square on the diagonal taken once.

The diagonal therefore became the greater and the side became the less.

Now in the case of the first side and diagonal the square on the unit diagonal will be less by

a unit than twice the square on the unit side; for units are equal and 1 is less by a unit than

twice 1.

If a1=1 and d1=1, then d1
2 = 2•a1
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Let us add to the side a diagonal, that is, to the unit let us add a unit; therefore the [second]

side will be two units. Το the diagonal let us now add two sides, that is, to the unit let us add

two units; the [second] diagonal will therefore be three units.

Let a2=a1+d1= 1+1=2 and d2=d1+2•a1=1+2=3



Now the square of the side of two units will be 4, while the square of the diagonal of three

units will be 9; and 9 is greater by a unit than twice the square on the side 2.

Now a2
2 = 4 and d2

2=9  d2
2 = 2•a2
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Again, let us add to the side 2 the diagonal of three units; the [third] side will be 5. To the

diagonal of three units let us add two sides, that is, twice 2; there will be 7. Now the square

from the side 5 will be 25, while that from the diagonal 7 will be 49; and 49 is less by a unit

than twice 25.

Let a3=a2+d2= 2+3=5 and d3=d2+2•a2=3+4=7

Now a3
2 = 25 and d3

2=49  d3
2 = 2•a3
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Again, if you add to the side 5 the diagonal 7, there will be 12. And if to the diagonal 7 you

add twice the side 5, there will be 17. And the square of 17 is greater by a unit than twice

the square of 12.

Let a4=a3+d3= 5+7=12 and d4=d3+2•a3=7+10=17

Now a4
2 = 144 and d4

2=289  d4
2 = 2•a4
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When the addition goes on in the same way in sequence, the proportion will alternate; the

square on the diagonal will be now greater by a unit, now less by a unit, than twice the square

on the side; and such sides and diagonals are both expressible (rhetos). The squares on the

diagonals, alternating one by one, are now greater by a unit than double the squares on the

sides, now less than double by a unit, and the alternation is regular.

All the squares on the diagonals will therefore become double the squares on the sides,

equality being produced by the alternation of excess and deficiency by the same unit, regularly

distributed among them; with the result that in their totality they do not fall sbort of nor

exceed tl1e double. For what falls short in the square on the preceding diagonal exceeds in the

next one.

Let an=an−1+dn−1 and dn=dn−1+2•an−1

Now dn
2 = 2•an
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We have a1<a2<a3<……<an 2 2 2 2

1 2 3 n
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Thank you


